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MethodologyObjectives

The study was carried out with 35 CFOs of companies under LBO,  
in a post-COVID-19 context. The CFOs were asked around 80 questions  
in during an orally conducted survey.

— 

●  Perform a diagnosis on the maturity level of finance department for companies 
under LBO, based on 4 main areas related to business monitoring: 
• Budget planning 
• Closing 
• Reporting 
• Cash

●  Understand the main areas of improvement for finance departments and the 
type of answers provided, according to their level of maturity.

— 
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Introduction

Lbo’s finance department maturity   —  Study synthesis

Any reference to an existing state is not accidental. 
This concrete reality for some of the companies under 
LBO surveyed is the result of an ambitious and realistic 
transformation project. On average, 94% of companies 
under LBO have a monthly closing process and 53%  
of them close no later than D+10 (working days).

With overall high levels of performance, the level  
of maturity of finance departments within companies 
under LBO highlights the need of a comprehensive 
transformation of finance, with unprecedented 
possibilities relating to digitalization and analysis 
enabling improved business control.

The understanding of margins and cash generation 
 is not as straightforward as it sounds for companies  
that are less advanced in their transformation  
(23% of companies under LBO do not include  
cash flows in their monthly reporting).

This capacity to transform successfully remains 
dependent on the drive and commitment  
of management, shareholder or CFO. Getting away  
from daily tasks and being able to dedicate time  
in order to address projects one by one and reach  
the milestones... A challenge that calls for a real project 
approach and a time allocation of priorities.

The results of our study show a convergence on CFO’s 
current priorities: digitalization of processes, automation 
of low value-added tasks (RPA), analytical granularity 
and comprehensibility of margins, link between income 
statement and cash flows, or agility in forecasting…

“After a successful transformation phase, which led to more automation  
and digitalization of accounting processes, a proven reliability of business  

and financial data via the deployment of interfaced tools and a strengthening  
of skills within the finance team, our monthly business reviews are now focused  

on key topics and very insightful. Management gets solid analysis,  
from sales to cash generation, and decision-making is improved...”
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Point of view from different Finance functions

Finance is considered a business partner by operational teams in 45%  
of the companies surveyed and as a temple guardian for 62% of them.  
41% of the companies in this survey have an internal audit function. 
 
— 

Verbatim 

—

“Change in perception, linked to the modus operandi  
that was set up during COVID-19 (weekly billing review, 
bi-monthly ageing balance) that showed Finance 
function contribution to operational teams.”

“FP&A teams were historically considered as 
accounting-oriented or as safeguards. We have  
just hired an “ Internal Operation Director” that will  
be in charge of the Internal control.”

“The positive perception of the Finance function  
keeps increasing. Finance function is no longer 
perceived isolated.”

“Operational teams progressively change their minds; 
the reported data are accurate and considered  
as relevant.”

“Mostly considered as a safeguard, due to the difficult 
time we have experienced (e.g.: all payments  
are validated by the CEO).”

Point of view:
Business Partner

Point of view:
Safeguard

Internal Audit
Function

Real 
business

partner

45%

Moderate 
business

partner

38%

Not 
business

partner

17%

Real
safegard

62%

Moderatel
safegard

24%

Not
safegard

14%

Yes

41%

No

59%

Real 
business

partner

45%

Moderate 
business

partner

38%

Not 
business

partner

17%

Real
safegard

62%

Moderatel
safegard

24%

Not
safegard

14%

Yes

41%

No

59%
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Budget planning topic Budget planning topicBudget planning topic Budget planning topic

  2    Tools & Simulation

Regardless of budget process performance, most companies  
do not have specific tools and have limited modeling capabilities. 
 
— 

  1    Process level of performance

Almost one third (31%) of the companies in this survey could improve  
their budget process. The main deviation from best practices comes  
from a one-way budget approach (top-down or bottom-up)  
and from the lack of a framing note. 
 
— 

Verbatim 

—

Verbatim 

—

“There are incentive mechanisms, but the rules  
are not written down and the budget is not validated  
by operational teams, which leads to shifts.”

“Budget granularity does not suit to performance 
monitoring needs.”

“We use Excel for budget, reporting and consolidation”.

“We had to build specific tools in order to forecast 
different scenarios related to fixed-costs / 
 variable-costs.”

“The as-is process is polluted by buffers integrated  
by the different teams. We are going to implement 
stricter guidance rules upfront.”

“Budget and reporting are Excel-based.  
This is satisfactory considering our size.”

“The modeling capability is an issue today”.

Budget process performance Budget planning weaknesses Budget tool types                        Modeling capabilities

  Improvable budget process

  Efficient budget process

31%

69%

Improvable budget process

Efficient budget process

Granularity level not consistent with reporting

Variable part of managers salary
not linked with targets

Forecasted elements not complete
(balance sheet, cash flow, cash forecast, capex) 

Forecasting only macro-oriented

No framing note

Top-down or bottom-up approach only 17%
81%

73%

45%

45%

13%

13%

27%

27%

0%

0%

0%

  Improvable budget process

  Efficient budget process

31%

69%

Improvable budget process

Efficient budget process

Granularity level not consistent with reporting

Variable part of managers salary
not linked with targets

Forecasted elements not complete
(balance sheet, cash flow, cash forecast, capex) 

Forecasting only macro-oriented

No framing note

Top-down or bottom-up approach only 17%
81%

73%

45%

45%

13%

13%

27%

27%

0%

0%

0%

  Improvable budget process

  Efficient budget process

31%

69%

Improvable budget process

Efficient budget process

Granularity level not consistent with reporting

Variable part of managers salary
not linked with targets

Forecasted elements not complete
(balance sheet, cash flow, cash forecast, capex) 

Forecasting only macro-oriented

No framing note

Top-down or bottom-up approach only 17%
81%

73%

45%

45%

13%

13%

27%

27%

0%

0%

0%

  Improvable budget process

  Efficient budget process

31%

69%

Improvable budget process

Efficient budget process

Granularity level not consistent with reporting

Variable part of managers salary
not linked with targets

Forecasted elements not complete
(balance sheet, cash flow, cash forecast, capex) 

Forecasting only macro-oriented

No framing note

Top-down or bottom-up approach only 17%
81%

73%

45%

45%

13%

13%

27%

27%

0%

0%

0%

  Improvable budget process

  Efficient budget process

31%

69%

Improvable budget process

Efficient budget process

Granularity level not consistent with reporting

Variable part of managers salary
not linked with targets

Forecasted elements not complete
(balance sheet, cash flow, cash forecast, capex) 

Forecasting only macro-oriented

No framing note

Top-down or bottom-up approach only 17%
81%

73%

45%

45%

13%

13%

27%

27%

0%

0%

0%

Improvable budget processEfficient budget process

Budget tool that covers
consolidation and reporting

Specific budget tool

No specific tool (Excel-based)

Improvable budget processEfficient budget process

Yes

No
75%

82%

18%

8%

67%

91%

9%

29%

17%
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Budget planning topic

Verbatim 

—

“Cash and scenarios are still to be modelled.”

“We need to be more forecast and analysis-oriented,  
and to be more holistic in the P&L and cash vision.”

“We need to be more agile in terms of forecast 
(scenarios).”

“COVID-19 did not change much the Finance function’s 
way of working but had an impact on the content: 
 there is a need for greater agility considering the fact 
that forecasts are less reliable.”

“Our number 1 priority is to implement an EPM tool.”

  3    Areas of improvement

36% of the companies under LBO want to implement a cash planning tool  
in order to enrich budget planning. 67% of them wish to deploy a tool  
that can cover both budget and reporting (with preference given to EPM).
 
— 

Approach evolution:
Improvable budget process

Tools evolution:
Improvable budget process

30%

18%

67%

33%

18%

18%Implement a rolling 
forecast

Foster a bottom-up 
approach

Implement several 
scenarios

Implement a cash 
forecast tool

Specific budget tool 33 %

Budget tool also used for
consolidation and reporting30%

18%

67%

33%

18%

18%Implement a rolling 
forecast

Foster a bottom-up 
approach

Implement several 
scenarios

Implement a cash 
forecast tool

Specific budget tool 33 %

Budget tool also used for
consolidation and reporting
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  2    Main difficulties encountered

The main difficulties encountered by the companies surveyed are related  
to (i) intercompany reconciliations; and (ii) delays and quality of financial
and operational data received from subsidiaries. 
 
— 

  1    Frequency and delays

57% of the companies surveyed have an efficient closing process.  
94% of them have a monthly closing, which is a prerequisite for PE shareholders,
and 53% of them close their books no later than D+10.
 
— 

Verbatim 

—

Verbatim 

—

“We have implemented a fast-close (mostly on balance 
sheet items) in order to reduce our closing timeline from 
D+25 to D+12.”

“We would like to benefit from a shorter monthly 
consolidation in order to be able to measure  
and monitor the balance sheet.”

“It is strategic to benefit from a monthly and internalized 
cons olidation.”

“The target closing is set up at D+10, when everything  
is in order.”

“We need 2 months for the statutory half-year 
consolidation and 6 months for the statutory  
annual consolidation.”

“No monthly closure, it will come after  
the implementation of a more efficient tool  
(COVID-19 has not changed our priorities).”

“Need to implement a more frequent closing.”

“Few restrictions historically in terms of data availability. 
There is always a subsidiary being late.”

“The expenses commitment process is too manual.”

“Maturity team issues. Management not imposing  
a modus operandi.”

“Issued linked with local team performance.”

“No specific guidelines to encourage subsidiaries  
to provide with information sooner.”

“Lack of updated Consolidation Manual.”

“There is no common rules, clear and enforced.”

Efficient closing process Existence of a monthly closing Closing delays Main stakes / closing difficulties

Closing topic Closing topic

Improvable closing process

Efficient closing process

43%

57%

No

Yes

6%

94%

53%

38%

3%

6%> D+31

D+21 − D+30

D+11 − D+20

D+11 − D+10

Improvable closing process

Efficient closing process

43%

57%

No

Yes

6%

94%

53%

38%

3%

6%> D+31

D+21 − D+30

D+11 − D+20

D+11 − D+10

Improvable closing process

Efficient closing process

43%

57%

No

Yes

6%

94%

53%

38%

3%

6%> D+31

D+21 − D+30

D+11 − D+20

D+11 − D+10

0

Bank reconciliations

Sales journal closing and billing

No particular problem

Purchase journal closing and booking of purchase invoices

Data quality availability

Reconciliation between managing and accounting information

Operational data availability

HR data availability

Technical problems (cut-off, provisionning control, consolidation entries, inventory valuation)

Subsidiary data availability in the requested timeframe

Intercompany billing / Intercompany reconciliation 31%

26%

20%

20%

17%

17%

14%

11%

11%

3%
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Verbatim 

—

“Define a calendar and common rules. Implement 
common tools in order to estimate / anticipate the main 
items. Be able to make short-cuts (mostly on accruals).”

“Adopt an explicit and systematic approach.”

“Strengthen consolidation skills.”

“Give subsidiaries headroom on closing process.”

“In the perspective of group evolution, implement IFRS 
and reduce closing delays (D+5).”

“Reduce closing delays (no information level difference 
between D+5 and D+15). There is therefore a need for
automating local processes while gaining on costs and 
on quality”.

  3    Improvement areas

Digitalization and ERP redesign are two improvement areas the companies 
surveyed commonly share, regardless of the performance level of their closing 
process. Companies with a larger margin of improvement for their closing 
process also showed higher interest in reworking their reporting process.

Main initiatives companies whish to implement in terms of closing  
process improvement.
 
— 

Closing topic

Improvable closing processEfficient closing process

Budget 
process rework

Strenghtening 
of analysis (BI, ...)

Investment 
in a predictive 

logic

Process 
optimization 

for risk management

Implementation 
of new ERP 

solutions

Reporting 
process rework

Digitalization, 
OCR

38%

50%

13%

43%
38%

25% 25%

36%36% 36% 36%

29%
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Reporting topic

Verbatim 

—

“Group reporting is mostly financial-based, with some 
operational KPIs related to HR topics. Subsidiary reports 
are more operations-oriented. It is not necessary  
to standardize operational reports.”

“We do not have an automated daily cash position,  
nor a weekly inventory monitoring.”

“The operational reporting is not performant.  
It is very manual and was launched very recently.”

“Some WCR elements (inventories, trade  
receivables), but the reporting is not complete.”

“Cash forecast is approximative”.

“The balance-sheet section is only updated on  
a bi-annual basis for stock exchange requirements.”

“Operational KPIs are very heterogeneous (linked with 
historical acquisitions). Each entity has its own tools.  
We would like to benefit from standardized dashboards 
with a single-entry point.”

“We have a data standardization issue. Beyond 
statutory process (that will be facilitated by the ERP 
implementation), there is hard work needed  
for requirement’s definition, with reports being very 
manual today.”

“Reporting is correct, but doubts remains  
on data quality (e.g., entities present DSO that include 
intercompany positions, which can significantly change  
the interpretation).”

“Not enough operational KPIs, considering  
the maturity level.”

  1    Reporting quality

63% of the companies surveyed have a reporting process with weaknesses 
related to the number, the frequency, or the quality of information production. 
Most companies prepare P&L and operational KPIs, fewer present balance  
sheet related elements.

— 

Reporting process effectiveness Reporting content

Balance sheet

Cash forecast

Monthly Cash flow

Operational KPIs

P&L

Improvable reporting process

Efficient reporting process

63%

37%

97%

80%

77%

74%

69%

Balance sheet

Cash forecast

Monthly Cash flow

Operational KPIs

P&L

Improvable reporting process

Efficient reporting process

63%

37%

97%

80%

77%

74%

69%
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Reporting topicReporting topic

  2    Reporting content

75% of the companies in this survey analyze their performance level against  
their budget and / or previous year figures through bridges. 70% of them  
benefit from analytical dimensions that allow the performance monitoring  
of their activities. 
 
— 

  3    Performance monitoring

70% of the companies in this survey consider their reporting adequate to monitor 
both financial and operational performance. A vast majority of them (94%) use  
the reporting as part of monthly business reviews.
 
— 

Verbatim 

—

Verbatim 

—

Verbatim 

—

“A lot of KPIs, but not sufficiently exploited so far.”

“New quarterly Capex reporting for expenses 
commitment monitoring.”

“The analytical structure is not granular enough today.”

“The target closing is set up at D+10,  
when everything is in order.”

Analyses included in the reporting Link between reporting &
performance monitoring

Recurring performance
management

“Our business reviews have become weekly-based due to COVID-19 crisis.”

“Business reviews are not perfect but are improving month over month.”

“Discussions are mainly cost-oriented.”

“Business reviews are weekly-based and relatively structured (rather 
informal, reactive to problems encountered). Observation of a loss  
of responsiveness from operational FP&A teams during Covid period  
and lack of casual discussions remotely.”

“No monthly business review, only a few comments in the Flash report at D+5.”

“We need to strengthen mid-term cash 
forecast and “below Ebitda” analysis 
(foreign exchange, hedging...).”

“The group reporting is 130 pages  
long, very detailed, very financial.  
The divisions have their own reporting, 
more operational-oriented.”

Pro forma

Like-for-like

FTE - monthly payroll analysis

Analytical dimensions (BU, product, activity)

Bridges (variation actual budget / actual n-1) 75%

70%

55%

45%

30%

Efficient for the monitoring of financial 
and operational performance

Improvable for the monitoring of financial
and operational performance

70%

30%

No recurring monitoring or only
during reforecasts

Monthly recurring monitoring

6%

94%

Efficient for the monitoring of financial 
and operational performance

Improvable for the monitoring of financial
and operational performance

70%

30%

No recurring monitoring or only
during reforecasts

Monthly recurring monitoring

6%

94%
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Reporting topicReporting topic

  4    Link between closing and reporting quality

Proper control of the closing process has a strong impact on the quality  
of monthly reporting: 67% of companies with a good closing process also  
have good reporting, and 85% of companies with an improvable closing  
process have unsatisfactory reporting. 
— 

  5    Improvement areas

Digitalization is a priority regardless of the level of reporting quality. Companies 
with a improvable reporting then want to prioritize the redesign of their ERP  
and the improvement of their reporting process, while those with highperformance
reporting want to invest in a predictive logic.
 
— 

Link between monthly closing and reporting Main initiatives identified to improve the reporting

Verbatim 

—

“Need to simplify the industrial reporting (intelligent  
KPIs, with the relevant granularity level) in relation  
to the ongoing Lean project. Need to strengthen 
commercial FP&A (many ad-hoc analyses today).”

67%

85%

33%

15%

Improvable closing process

Efficient closing process

Unsatisfactory 
reporting

Satisfactory 
reporting

67%

85%

33%

15%

Improvable closing process

Efficient closing process

Unsatisfactory 
reporting

Satisfactory 
reporting

Improvable reportingEfficient reporting

Budget 
process rework

Strenghtening 
of analysis (BI, ...)

Investment 
in a predictive 

logic

Process 
optimization 

for risk management

Reporting 
process rework

Implementation 
of new ERP 

solutions

Digitalization, 
OCR

43%

14% 14% 14% 14%

20%

47%47%

29%

43%

33%

40%

27% 27%
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Cash monitoring topic — 1/3

14% of the companies in this survey have a cash report considered as deficient. 
For these companies, this results in a reduced preparation of cash forecasting 
(only 40% of them) including short-term view (only 20% of them preparing  
a 13-week cash forecast).

— 

Perceived quality of cash monitoring Cash monitoring characteristics

Verbatim 

—

“Cash is poorly monitored. Cash forecast  
is very approximate.”

“We are not very good at cash forecast, because 
 we don’t need it. All activities generate cash.”

“The cash forecasting approach is very  
macro-level oriented.”

“Cash forecast is produced by the CFO. The teams  
are notgood enough.”

“Cash forecast is performed during budget,  
for the following year.”

Improvable cash monitoring

Efficient cash monitoring

86%

14%

90%

40%

57%

20%

13-week 
granularity

Cash forecast 
existence

Improvable cash monitoring

Efficient cash monitoring

86%

14%

90%

40%

57%

20%

13-week 
granularity

Cash forecast 
existence

Improvable cash monitoring

Efficient cash monitoring

86%

14%

90%

40%

57%

20%

13-week 
granularity

Cash forecast 
existence

Improvable cash monitoring

Efficient cash monitoring

86%

14%

90%

40%

57%

20%

13-week 
granularity

Cash forecast 
existence
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Cash monitoring topic — 3/3Cash monitoring topic — 2/3

For companies that suffered from a lack of cash monitoring during the recent 
period, maintaining forecasting tools has been mandatory, both in relation  
to 13-week cash forecasting using a direct methodology (100%) and in relation  
to monthly indirect method cash flow statements (40%).

— 

Companies that do not have efficient cash forecasting capabilities all had  
to significantly adapt in the recent period, with 80% creating new
tools during the crisis, and 20% by strengthening existing tools.

— 

Consequences in terms of cash monitoring Cash-oriented initiatives

Verbatim 

—

Verbatim 

—

“We have decided to strengthen the cash forecast.”

“We need to improve our forecasting tools. The key  
issue is how to anticipate a complete outstanding
level of activity, with variation levels we are not used  
to see.“

“We need to improve the cash monitoring  
(macro-oriented, longterm oriented, indirect 
methodology) in order to meet covenants’  
requirements”.

“We have implemented a daily cash monitoring  
and a 13-week cash forecast, but we do not have  
all the tools to explain the variances.”

“We had to address additional requirements from  
the Group (Top clients, credit risk, ...).”

“The company is cash-rich, but the crisis was scary.  
It put a lot of pressure on us. We took control of the cash 
during the period.”

100%

40%

20%

17%

13%

43%

20%

0%
No action

Daily cash follow-up

Monthly cash flow statement

13-week cash forecast implementation

Improvable cash monitoring

Efficient cash monitoring

No changes on the tools

Need to modify the tools

Need to create tools in the emergency
7%

80%

20%

47%

47%

0%

Improvable cash monitoring

Efficient cash monitoring

No changes on the tools

Need to modify the tools

Need to create tools in the emergency
7%

80%

20%

47%

47%

0%
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Presentation of the panel

Out of a panel of 35 companies owned by PE funds, 54% have revenues  
between €100m and €500m; 37% of the companies in this survey have  
less than 500 employees and 34% operate in the Service sector.

— 

Total panel by Turnover Total panel by Industry Total panel by Headcount

Over ⁄ 500m

Between ⁄ 100m and ⁄ 500m

Less than ⁄ 100m

Over 2500

Between 1500 and 2500

Between 500 and 1500

Over 500

Others

Energy

FMG

Real Estate

Pharmaceutical

Retail

Heavy Industry

Services

17%

34% 37%

20%

17%

26%

23%
9%

3%

11%

9%

6%

29%

54%

Over ⁄ 500m

Between ⁄ 100m and ⁄ 500m

Less than ⁄ 100m

Over 2500

Between 1500 and 2500

Between 500 and 1500

Over 500

Others

Energy

FMG

Real Estate

Pharmaceutical

Retail

Heavy Industry

Services

17%

34% 37%

20%

17%

26%

23%
9%

3%

11%

9%

6%

29%

54%

Over ⁄ 500m

Between ⁄ 100m and ⁄ 500m

Less than ⁄ 100m

Over 2500

Between 1500 and 2500

Between 500 and 1500

Over 500

Others

Energy

FMG

Real Estate

Pharmaceutical

Retail

Heavy Industry

Services

17%

34% 37%

20%

17%

26%

23%
9%

3%

11%

9%

6%

29%

54%

Over ⁄ 500m

Between ⁄ 100m and ⁄ 500m

Less than ⁄ 100m

Over 2500

Between 1500 and 2500

Between 500 and 1500

Over 500

Others

Energy

FMG

Real Estate

Pharmaceutical

Retail

Heavy Industry

Services

17%

34% 37%

20%

17%

26%

23%
9%

3%

11%

9%

6%

29%

54%

Over ⁄ 500m

Between ⁄ 100m and ⁄ 500m

Less than ⁄ 100m

Over 2500

Between 1500 and 2500

Between 500 and 1500

Over 500

Others

Energy

FMG

Real Estate

Pharmaceutical

Retail

Heavy Industry

Services

17%

34% 37%

20%

17%

26%

23%
9%

3%

11%

9%

6%

29%

54%

Over ⁄ 500m

Between ⁄ 100m and ⁄ 500m

Less than ⁄ 100m

Over 2500

Between 1500 and 2500

Between 500 and 1500

Over 500

Others

Energy

FMG

Real Estate

Pharmaceutical

Retail

Heavy Industry

Services

17%

34% 37%

20%

17%

26%

23%
9%

3%

11%

9%

6%

29%

54%
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Presentation of the panel

List of the 35 companies under LBO that participated in this survey:

Akuo energy, Alkan, Amplitude, Amp visual tv, Arc, Asmodee, Balt, Bruneau, Ceva, 
Cls, Consolis, Cromology, Cronite, Desmet, Ecf, Edilians, Etanco, Idemia, Idverde, 
Inseec u, Looping, Marle, Orolia, Osb, Ponant, Revima, Sergent major, Siaci, Staci, 
Stelliant, Stokomani, Tokheim, Verescence, Wfs, Vps.

— 
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